Bur Set for Gourds

Burs are an important aspect of any rotary tool. The bur you use will make the job easier, faster, and better. We offer a great selection of burs to make your Turbo Carver work for you to carve, engrave, or etch just the way you intend. Pictures of each bur as well as descriptive information are shown below to help you choose the best bur for your job.

Burs included in our gourd bur kit:
- Carbide: 1, 4, 8, 556, 59, 699L, 1701, Green Stone 661-120, 9903, 7611, 33.5, 37, 332L, 170L, 701-S, 7406
- Diamond: MM1, MM3.2, MM4, MM5F, 023, 863, & MM58C

Totaling 23 top quality burs.

Includes a convenient high impact bur cassette to keep your burs organized.

Your kit includes a high impact bur cassette to keep your burs organized.

To help keep track of the burs and their names and numbers, Simply cut out this numbered bur list on the lines provided then place on each side of the cassette.

Finally place each bur in the hole next to its corresponding number for future reference.